Changes between BA/Citrix and NX

No installation will be required to use the NX application.

NX VRS can be used on any operating system, ex: Mac, PC or tablet.

NX VRS can be used on any web browser, ex: Chrome, Safari, Firefox, Internet Explorer, Edge. Chrome or Safari is preferred.

If you have a message(s) it will display on the home page.

**Header is not frozen in IE…this feature only works in Chrome and Safari. It is highly recommended to use Chrome or Safari when using this application.**

There is now a Quick Reference Guide for keyboard shortcuts. See page 3 of the training manual.

Casing works after tabbing off a field instead of after typing in a letter. Casing rules can now be turned off for names that you need to use the keyboard to control the casing. See page 14 of the training manual.

If an entry is not available in the dropdown list, you will no longer be using ‘Other’. Type in the information in the field and the field will turn orange. See example on page 15 of the training manual.

Work queues are no longer on the tool bar. They are now located on the home page on the right side. See page 22 through 26 of the training manual.

Errors icon is new. It is located on the toolbar to the far right. It indicates how many errors are on the record which will need fixed before completing/saving the record. See page 26 of the training manual.

County Clerk will become an event instead of a table. It is under construction. Until it is available, contact Vital Records if any changes are needed.

The errors, work queue, messages, and Profile icons are new. They are located on the toolbar on the far right side. See pages 24 - 26 and 45 of the training manual.

Sending messages is located under Tools in the toolbar. See page 25 of the training manual.

Field screen sizes can be changed. See page 41 of the training manual.

Option to hover or use mouse clicks to select menu choices. See Profile, page 45 of the training manual.

New fields added when completing the marriage. The Person Performing Ceremony and Title of the person has been added so they will no longer be required to be reported separately to Vital Records.